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New insights into Parkinson’s disease through statistical analysis of standard clinical scales quantifying symptom severity

Athanasios Tsanas

Abstract—Clinical research studies in Parkinson’s Disease (PD) focusing on symptom assessment often rely on thorough time-consuming physical examinations quantified on clinical scales such as the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). Although widely used in clinical research, realistic time constraints preclude its use in daily clinical practice. The Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) staging is an alternative scale which is easier to administer and provides a succinct descriptor of overall PD severity. There is no universal agreement amongst neurologists on the specific PD symptoms they need to be assessing in order to prescribe treatments and optimize symptom management for their patients, and practically there are no clinical scales which are recorded in daily clinical practice. In this study, we systematically evaluate diverse symptoms (as expressed in 44 UPDRS items) and aim to provide a statistical association with UPDRS and H&Y using rank correlation and mutual information metrics. Moreover, we investigate the projection of a UPDRS item subset on a 2D plot to map onto H&Y. We report some statistically strong correlations of PD symptoms against UPDRS and H&Y (\(R \geq 0.3\)), and provide an intuitively appealing visualization mapping onto H&Y. These findings may be useful to neurologists as practical guidance in their daily clinical routine.

I. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the manifestation of a range or motor symptoms and non-motor symptoms [1]. Disease onset is likely a combination of dopaminergic neuron reduction in the basal ganglia and degeneration of non-dopaminergic pathways [1]. Medication and surgical intervention can alleviate most of the symptoms and improve quality of life for most People With Parkinson’s (PWP) [2]. To optimize treatment frequent physical assessment by expert neurologists is required, however, in practice PWP are typically followed up by expert clinicians at intervals often spanning 6 or 12 months, which may underestimate symptom severity progression.

Standardized clinical scales have been proposed to quantify PD symptom severity. The Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) [3] is the most widely used scale in clinical research studies [4], quantifying the constellation of multiple motor, non-motor PD symptoms, and complications of therapy. It consists of 44 items, where each item spans the range 0 (symptom-free) to 4 (severe disability). It is organized around four major components, each composed of a number of items: (1) Mentation, behavior and mood (4 items, items 1-4); (2) Activities of Daily Living (ADL, 13 items, items 5-17), assessing whether PWP can complete daily tasks unassisted; (3) Motor (27 items, items 18-44), addressing muscular control; and (4) Complication of therapy (11 items, items 45-55), which expresses dyskinesia and disability problems associated with PD treatment. The third component is commonly referred to as motor UPDRS, and is highly correlated with the total UPDRS [5,6]. For untreated PWP the fourth component is not used. The total UPDRS is computed by summing up all 44 items (range: 0-176) and the motor UPDRS by summing up items 18-44 (range: 0-108).

Although UPDRS is the gold standard in PD research studies, in clinical practice it is rather seldomly used due to pragmatic time-constraints. Clinicians anecdotally use subsets of UPDRS, focusing on specific items that in their opinion are best suited to assess symptoms, and often only the motor UPDRS component is administered. Currently, there is no uniquely defined subset of items or agreement amongst expert neurologists on the most suitable time-efficient approach to assess PD symptom severity in daily clinical practice.

Alternative clinical scales have also been proposed, mainly to provide succinct, rudimentary descriptors of overall PD symptom severity. Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) staging [7] is particularly practical and especially the modified H&Y is commonly used in many clinical centres [8]. The modified H&Y is an ordinal scale of eight possible stages: 0, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, where increasing stage progressively quantifies more debilitating PD symptoms, providing a simple, general clinical impression of PD which requires a less thorough physical examination than UPDRS.

The motivation of this study is to elucidate the use of empirical practical tests used in clinical settings for PD assessment with the two most commonly used clinical PD research scales, UPDRS and H&Y staging. This study’s findings provide insight into (a) the statistical association of empirical practical tests which may be used as a proxy for assessing overall symptom severity (b) the statistical association of UPDRS and H&Y, and (c) the UPDRS items which may be most predictive of the clinical scales. We envisage these findings may be useful to PD neurologists facilitating their daily routine assessments in overall PD overview assessment using a subset of UPDRS items.

II. DATA

The database source of this study is the Parkinson’s Disease Data and Organizing Center (PD-DOC) [9] which was developed to facilitate the planning, study design, and
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statistical analysis of PD-related data. The cohort is comprised of 566 PWP (1623 samples because some PWP had more than one evaluation), collected by several independent clinical centers, organized by the University of Rochester. Ethical approval was obtained by the IRBs of the participating centers. After removing samples containing missing UPDRS and H&Y entries, we processed 1594 samples from 562 PWP (363 males). The participants’ age was (median±interquartile range): 63±14 years, with total UPDRS score 28±20, and H&Y stage 2±0. For further details see [9].

III. METHODS

A. Statistical analysis

We use rank correlation analysis to quantify the association strength of UPDRS items with the modified H&Y stages. We assess statistical significance (at $p = 0.01$ level) of the null hypothesis that UPDRS items have no correlation with total UPDRS or H&Y staging. The strength of this association is expressed by the magnitude of the correlation coefficient $R$. We followed the standard empirical rule for clinical applications to denote relationships as statistically strong when the magnitude of the correlation coefficient is equal or above 0.3 [10]. We also computed the Mutual Information (MI) [11] which quantifies the statistical dependence of H&Y on the UPDRS items (MI can account for general nonlinear relationships between variables). We report the normalized MI on the scale 0 to 1, with 0 indicating no statistical dependence between random variables, using our implementation [6].

B. Data projection and visualization in 2D embedded space

Clinical questionnaires and clinical scales often exhibit some underlying hidden structure: the rationale is that they capture some intrinsic characteristics which are not directly observed or quantified. This might be usefully presented in the embedded space, where visualization might lead to new insights. A widely used approach to project data in 2D is t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [12]. Here, we used t-SNE to visualize how UPDRS items can be projected in the 2D space mapped onto H&Y.

IV. RESULTS

Figures (1) and (2) present scatter plots to visualize the statistical relationships of UPDRS items with UPDRS and H&Y. The statistical associations between UPDRS items and total UPDRS are summarized in Table I, and between UPDRS items and H&Y are summarized in Table II. In all cases, the relationships are statistically significant ($p < 0.01$). These findings suggest that bradykinesia (item 44) followed by ADL items (dressing and eating food) are the most statistically strongly associated symptoms towards estimating total UPDRS. Similarly, item 43 (postural stability) is, statistically, the most important UPDRS item in determining H&Y, followed by items 42 (gait), 40 (arise from chair), and 44 (bradykinesia), which is in broad agreement with clinical expectations. Interestingly, the postural stability item exhibits markedly larger association strength compared to the other UPDRS items in terms of H&Y association. Finally, Fig. 3 presents the projection of the 10 UPDRS items from Table II onto H&Y: this plot visually indicates that a subset of UPDRS items may provide an overall differentiation of the different H&Y stages, particularly for H&Y stages 4 and 5 (marking substantial symptom severity).

| Table I. Association strength (normalized mutual information & rank correlations) of items with total UPDRS |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| UPDRS item                      | MI              | Spearman correlation |
| (44) Bradykinesia               | 0.089           | 0.621            |
| (10) Dressing                   | 0.077           | 0.60             |
| (9) Eating food                 | 0.074           | 0.581            |
| (19) Face expression            | 0.073           | 0.568            |
| (35) Hand move LH              | 0.071           | 0.583            |
| (11) Hygiene                    | 0.067           | 0.539            |
| (18) Speech expression          | 0.067           | 0.558            |
| (27) Rigid neck                 | 0.066           | 0.533            |
| (34) Hand move RH               | 0.066           | 0.559            |
| (36) RAM RH                     | 0.065           | 0.556            |

All reported UPDRS items were statistically significantly correlated with the total UPDRS ($p < 0.001$). For clarity, only the 10 UPDRS items most strongly associated with UPDRS are presented here. We report the normalized mutual information (MI, range 0-1). LH stands for ‘left hand’, ‘RH’ for right hand, and RAM for ‘rapid alternating movement’. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the UPDRS item order.

| Table II. Association strength (normalized mutual information & rank correlations) of UPDRS items with H&Y |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| UPDRS item                      | MI              | Spearman correlation |
| (43) Postural stability      | 0.334           | 0.614            |
| (42) Gait                      | 0.157           | 0.403            |
| (40) Arise from chair         | 0.135           | 0.379            |
| (44) Bradykinesia             | 0.132           | 0.413            |
| (15) Walking                  | 0.120           | 0.338            |
| (41) Posture                  | 0.104           | 0.388            |
| (12) Turn bed                 | 0.086           | 0.337            |
| (10) Dressing                 | 0.084           | 0.334            |
| (19) Face expression          | 0.084           | 0.342            |
| (11) Hygiene                   | 0.083           | 0.290            |

All reported UPDRS items were statistically significantly correlated with the modified H&Y stages ($p < 0.001$). For clarity, only the 10 UPDRS items most strongly associated with H&Y are presented here. We report the normalized mutual information (MI, range 0-1). The numbers in parenthesis refer to the UPDRS item order.

V. DISCUSSION

This study provided a systematic investigation into widely used empirical practical tests that clinicians use in their routine PD assessment to estimate their statistical association with total UPDRS and the modified H&Y staging. We used the standard quantification through UPDRS items as a convenient means of expressing symptom severity. In a previous study we optimized a parametric functional mapping of motor UPDRS onto H&Y [13], when all motor UPDRS items are available. Here, we tackled a more generic question attempting to provide overall assessment of PD symptom severity (quantified using total UPDRS and H&Y) without the need of recording the full span of the UPDRS items. This is a particularly pertinent question, given that typical physical examinations of PD patients anecdotally last about 20 minutes whereas the total UPDRS assessment administration requires longer (depending on the expert rater’s experience).
The findings in Table I provide very clear guidance on the UPDRS item which are univariately most strongly associated with the total UPDRS. We computed very strong statistical relationships ($|R| \geq 0.3$) across multiple items. We remark that some are part of motor UPDRS (bradykinesia, face expression and speech expression), whilst there are some items from the activities of daily living component (dressing, eating food, and hygiene). These insights serve well to highlight the kind of symptoms clinicians may want to place more emphasis on when doing their routine assessments.

The results of the statistical analysis in Table II suggest that UPDRS items 40 (posture), 42 (gait), 43 (postural stability) and 44 (bradykinesia) are most strongly correlated with H&Y stages. This finding is broad agreement with the revised optimized parametric formula we had proposed [13] which built on expert neurologists’ clinical intuition [14]. We remark that the UPDRS items most strongly associated with H&Y are indeed those from the motor component (items 18-44). Interestingly, item 15 (walking, part of the activities of daily living component) is one of the very few items that does not form part of the motor UPDRS component and yet is quite strongly associated with H&Y. However, this item can also be interpreted as referring to a motor symptom nonetheless. Overall, these results support the commonly-held notion that H&Y is predominantly sensitive to motor symptoms.
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